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Page 3Part 1: Introduction
Statistics is a wonderfully diverse profession and 
graduate students making career choices have many 
options — especially in light of the dearth of students 
moving into the statistical sciences today. The three 
main career paths at the PhD level are in academics, 
industry/business and government. Each of these job 
types offers its own mix of intellectual challenges, 
financial reward, pressure and security. How a new 
researcher selects (or is selected by) a specific occupa-
tion in the statistical sciences sometimes seems more 
a function of luck than of conscious decision making. 
This consideration was one of the first concerns ad-
dressed by the New Researchers Committee (NRC) of 
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in 1988, and 
this guide is the product of that (and later) thinking. 
We believe that if students were better informed about 
their choices, they would be less apprehensive, pursue 
their goals more effectively and, ultimately, be far more 
likely to find positions for which they are well suited. 
Similarly, if doctoral students were generally more 
familiar with various aspects of professional life, the 
entire statistical community would benefit.
Among the transitional facts of life with which we 
believe new researchers should be acquainted are: 
1 .  mechanisms for applying for jobs,
2 .  expectations associated with different types of jobs,
3 .  techniques for initiating an active research program, 
and
4 .  methods of becoming more involved with the 
broader statistical community.
The Survival Guide addresses these issues, but it also 
offers advice on a variety of other topics which new re-
searchers may wish to consider as they prepare to leave 
graduate school.
This guide is based on the Statistical Science article 
by the New Researchers Committee of IMS (1991). 
See Kruse (2002) on inspiration for statistics as a career 
path and Stasny (2001) on the big picture with respect 
to academic jobs. DeMets et al (1998) and Shettle and 
Gaddy (1998) provide job outlooks for statisticians.
1 introduction
Graduate school preparation is the foundation for a 
successful career in statistics, and students preparing to 
enter the profession with a PhD are well encouraged 
to take some time to examine their goals before they 
finish.
Having a clear idea as to which path you wish to 
pursue after graduation allows you to work consciously 
towards the lifestyle you desire. While most people 
reading this guide will already be well on their way 
towards graduation, it’s worth mentioning the impor-
tance of the selection of a graduate program to the 
chance of success in a certain sub-area of the discipline.
The most famous graduate schools, for example, 
focus on fostering the next generation of statistical re-
searchers. Their programs emphasize theoretical statis-
tics and often encourage a high degree of specialization. 
Less famous programs aim at producing more applied 
statisticians who hope to find jobs in industry and 
government. Of course, many eminent researchers have 
been spawned by programs not mentioned near the top 
of the latest rankings, but if your aim is to do research 
at one of these highly-ranked departments, your best 
bet is to come from one as well. If your goals aren’t so 
focused on where you do your work, any of the top 
fifty should give comparably good training.
This section outlines the kinds of preparation one 
should undertake in graduate school. Much of the 
discussion is geared towards academic careers, but there 
is specific advice for other paths, and many suggestions 
are broadly applicable. Read Iglewicz (1998) for a sum-
mary of graduate programs.
Kafadar (1998) discusses career selection and Boen 
and Kjelsberg (1993) highlight what to do in graduate 
school given a particular career choice.
2 .1 COuRSES TO TAkE
For any career in statistics, one has to build a broad 
base in applied and theoretical statistics. Virtually 
all departments steer students through the necessary 
classes, and we urge you to trust your advisor in select-
ing among the available options. Besides the traditional 
core curriculum, students can chart their course work 
with an eye to future employment. Don’t delay gradu-
ation excessively, but it often helps in the early years 
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to have strength in a complementary discipline. A few 
outside courses are often sufficient to accomplish this 
goal. 
2 .1 .1 Academic
For academic research, it is wise to study as much 
mathematics as possible. Details depend on your inter-
ests, but popular choices are functional analysis, mea-
sure theory, combinatorics, and differential geometry. 
Real analysis and linear algebra are basic requirements.
If you have an interest in biostatistics, then medi-
cine and biology are comparably valuable (Godinez 
2002).
2 .1 .2 Industrial 
For industrial positions, it is a benefit to have a de-
tailed understanding of the technology. Pharmaceutical 
companies are delighted to hire statisticians who know 
chemistry and biology; similarly, other organizations 
prefer candidates with a business or engineering back-
ground.
If one targets a career in a specific industry, doing 
a little relevant course work is sensible preparation. 
For government positions, appropriate background 
depends on the objective. For example, to work with 
the Environmental Protection Agency, one might study 
environmental science, biology or chemistry; for the 
Census Bureau, knowledge of demography/sociology 
would be useful, and for the Commerce Department, 
it would be appropriate to know a little finance.
2 .1 .3 Teaching 
For teaching positions, it often helps your marketabil-
ity if you can teach basic courses in mathematics, such 
as linear algebra or differential equations. The value 
of such capability may have diminished recently, since 
statistics courses are gaining on mathematics for time 
in the undergraduate curriculum.
2 .1 .4 Consulting 
For consulting work (in or out of your current posi-
tion) you would do well to have 
experience in a variety of outside 
disciplines. Knowing a little biol-
ogy, epidemiology, engineering, 
agriculture, or economics will take 
you a long way. 
You can sometimes glean rel-
evant experience through consulting. Be alert to such 
opportunities in your department.
2 .2 SkILLS TO ACquIRE
Graduate school is the best place to attain computer 
literacy, professional writing skills, and experience in 
teaching and consulting. After graduation, there is 
little time or assistance for acquiring these skills. Most 
degree programs attempt to foster such breadth, and 
students should actively seek such opportunities.
2 .2 .1 Computer Skills
Computer literacy is essential for a modern career in 
statistics. Some students focus exclusively on elegant 
math rather than confront the frustrations of computer 
hacking, but this is unwise. It is better to recognize 
the computational imperative early; in the long run, it 
saves time and improves the quality of one’s work. 
Because of the rapid developments in computing, 
no specific hardware or software can be recommended. 
The most important computer skill is the ability to 
move easily between different computing environ-
ments. These environments consist of different subsys-
tems, and competent statisticians can typically handle 
at least the following:
Operating Systems
These create and manage computer files, and they link 
all the other facets of the computing environment. 
As one travels about in one’s profession, one is likely 
to encounter different systems, but the key concepts 
are fairly transportable. These days, a working knowl-
edge of Linux/UNIX, Microsoft Windows, and/or 
Macintosh OS X will take you almost anywhere.
Email and the Internet
You should become comfortable with your depart-
ment’s e-mail system early, since it is a window on the 
scientific world, and enables long distance collabora-
tions that are otherwise impossible. For example, this 
Survival Guide was written by many different people, 
most of whom have never met. The 
same can be said for the Internet, 
especially with regard to the number 
of research tools that are available. 
Examples include the Current 
Index to Statistics (www .statindex .
org/CIS), Citeseer (citeseer .ist .psu .
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edu), Google Scholar (scholar .google .com) and the 
ISI Web of Science (isiwebofknowledge .com/). For 
researchers in biomedical statistics or statistical genet-
ics, PubMed (www .ncbi .nlm .nih .gov/entrez/query .
fcgi?db=PubMed) can be useful.
It is also very common to have access to electronic 
copies of journals (e.g. JSTOR www .jstor .org and 
Project Euclid projecteuclid .org). Many of these services 
require a subscription, some of which are available to 
members of professional societies. It is a good idea 
to create a website for yourself in order to make your 
papers available to the research community as well as to 
provide teaching resources for students in your classes.
Statistical Software Packages
There are a number of packages differing somewhat in 
their capabilities, but all basically offering the standard 
analysis techniques, as well as various routines for spe-
cial analyzes such as clustering. Many are available on 
both UNIX and Windows systems. 
Many packages have the ability to be able to write 
new statistical routines, and do simulation studies. 
Usually, they offer built-in graphics, matrix manipula-
tion and other useful features.
Programming Languages
The major choices are FORTRAN, C, C++ and Java. 
It is still common for many useful subroutines to be 
only available in Fortran, but this is rapidly changing. 
Some graduate programs now require you to learn a 
programming language as a course requirement.
Document and Talk Preparation Packages
Skill with a document preparation package such as 
LaTeX has become a professional necessity. These 
enable one to write professional quality letters, spiffy 
curriculum vitae, and articles with complicated math-
ematical expressions. 
LaTeX packages like Prosper (sourceforge .net/
projects/prosper) and Beamer (latex-beamer .sourceforge .
net) can help in the writing of computer-based talks.
Symbolic Manipulation Routines
This is software that can handle symbolic algebra, dif-
ferentiation and integration. Some of the more useful 
packages also graph equations and perform matrix 
operations. 
Few statisticians master this entire suite of skills, 
but ultimately, time invested in getting friendly with 
the computer is not wasted.
2 .2 .2 Writing Skills
Graduate school is the last chance to polish your writ-
ing style before public and professional embarrassment. 
Fortunately, statistics is a discipline in which an ad-
equate writing style can be achieved without excessive 
effort. There is generally a stock phrase in the literature 
for many standard situations. For review articles or 
topics that demand a discursive tone, one must rely 
on one’s natural skill and such manuals as Strunk 
and White (2000), University of Chicago Press Staff 
(2003), or Higham (1998). 
The main rules for professional prose are “Be brief ” 
and “Be simple”.
Keep in mind that a well written paper is likely to 
make a bigger impact and is usually worth the effort. 
It will also make the referees happy while they read it. 
A well written article is the product of many revisions. 
No matter how eager you are to submit your article it 
pays to set it aside for a couple of weeks so that you 
can give it one last revision before sending it out to 
the journal. If at all possible, get someone to read your 
article before it goes out for review. The best way to get 
someone to do this for you is first to do it for them. 
Foreign students face greater difficulties. They are 
strongly advised to work at improving their spoken and 
written English throughout their career, since that is 
usually their single greatest obstacle in all professional 
interactions. Both the IMS and the ASA are sincerely 
sympathetic with such difficulties, and the editors 
take special pains to help polish good articles written 
in poor English. Most universities offer English as a 
second language programs for foreign students, and 
all non-native speakers should enroll immediately, and 
participate throughout their graduate careers. Also, 
when writing an article, curriculum vitae or letter, 
foreign students should invariably ask a sympathetic 
native speaker to proofread the work before it is dis-
tributed. 
As a graduate student, you can benefit from referee-
ing an article with the help of your advisor. Usually 
an advisor will be delighted to delegate such tasks. 
The customary formula for a referee report is given 
below (see Norton (1994) for advice with more applied 
articles):
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1 .  Summarize the content of the article and its context 
in the literature (one to three paragraphs);
2 .  Point out strengths and flaws in methods, concepts, 
proofs and coverage;
3 .  Point out smaller errors of fact, style, grammar, cita-
tion and spelling; if the article has potential, make 
constructive suggestions for the minimum necessary 
improvement; if it is not salvageable, indicate this 
in a socially graceful way;
4 .  In a separate letter addressed to the associate editor, 
make a specific recommendation as to whether the 
article should be published immediately (very rare), 
published after certain specific revisions have been 
accomplished (most common), reconsidered after 
substantial change or extensions (quite common), 
or rejected entirely (quite common). It can help to 
specify those revisions which you consider manda-
tory for acceptance of the article, and those revi-
sions that are less major. An article can be inappro-
priate for the Annals of Statistics, but entirely suited 
for The American Statistician. Similarly an article 
can be inappropriate for The American Statistician, 
but entirely suited for the Annals of Statistics.
2 .2 .3 Other Skills
Other skills that are useful to practice while still in 
graduate school include teaching, consulting, and giv-
ing seminars. These are discussed individually in later 
sections.
2 .3 WRITING A DISSERTATION
A dissertation is supposed to be a new contribution to 
the field. An important test of its success is publication. 
Publications tend to be most important in academics, 
but they can also accelerate one’s rise in industry and 
government. A good rule, therefore, is to write the dis-
sertation with the goal of producing papers.
Typically, the milestones in one’s progress on the 
dissertation are:
Choosing the thesis advisor
This should be done in conformity with one’s career 
path. For those planning academic careers, the ideal 
advisor is someone you can work with, someone whose 
research interests match your own, and someone who 
is well known. For those aiming at industry or govern-
ment careers, an advisor’s reputation is probably less 
critical.
Choosing the topic
One should explore a bit before settling on the topic, 
and one should be flexible on the results one seeks. 
Some students ask their advisors for a thesis problem, 
but this is stultifying and should be avoided. Seeking 
out one’s own problem diminishes the likelihood of 
being directed towards a topic which represents a 
straightforward untangling of minor details of the 
advisor’s ongoing research. The best way to proceed is 
to start doing small scale research in an interesting area, 
and write small scale papers for your advisor (always 
with an eye to publication). Out of this, a strong dis-
sertation will usually emerge.
Presenting the thesis proposal
At most institutions the thesis proposal is a major mile-
stone, but elaborate preparation is probably a waste 
of time. However, this is the first of many research 
talks you will give, and you should work at being able 
to give a good talk. If you are already doing research 
and writing mini papers, then the proposal will evolve 
naturally. 
When your advisor says you are ready, just tie your 
ongoing work together and you probably have a very 
adequate proposal.
Selecting the committee
The usual committee is a group of four, including 
the thesis advisor and a member of another academic 
department. The committee should be chosen with an 
eye to future letters of recommendation and comple-
mentary research strengths. Some faculty are notorious 
for not reading dissertations in a timely manner, and 
such people are an aggravation.
Writing the dissertation
If possible, write articles, not a dissertation. If the rules 
of your university allow, give your articles separate 
chapter numbers, write a literature review chapter for 
the front and a future research chapter for the back. 
Investigate this possibility with your advisor and the 
graduate school at an early stage in your career. For 
style and grammar tips on writing a dissertation read 
Little (2004).
Defending the dissertation
If your articles have already been submitted, then the 
referee reports will have you well-armed for the de-
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fense. Almost surely, your advisor won’t let you sched-
ule until success is certain. But do a practice talk for 
some knowledgeable friends and your advisor, and try 
to be relaxed, confident and mentally nimble at your 
defense. Probably someone will throw a ‘curve ball’ 
question, but even if you choke they’ll try to pass you. 
Some people feel that the thesis advisor has the 
right to expect that your research will lead to a joint 
publication, and that a student should desire this too. 
Not only does it give you a start in your career and 
improve the odds of the paper’s being accepted, but it 
also puts the advisor’s reputation on the line besides 
your own. An added advantage of publishing with your 
thesis advisor is that you’ll have the moral support of 
an experienced professional as you steer your maiden 
effort through the pitfalls of publication.
Perhaps equally many people believe that it is 
undesirable to make your initial publication a joint 
effort with your advisor. A single author publication 
quells suspicion that the research was more the work of 
the advisor than of the student. Furthermore, working 
toward an independent publication puts you in the 
driver’s seat early on, and encourages your growth as a 
creative researcher.
2 .4 LEAvING WITh A BANG
When you start your job, research will compete with 
teaching, consulting, committees, meetings and proj-
ects for your time. (Post-doctoral positions are a pleas-
ant exception.) For this reason, having a running start 
from graduate school is a big boost to your professional 
career. There are several things you can do to give your-
self this boost. 
One is to cultivate relationships with others in your 
field, both fellow students and professors. The more 
people you know, the more chances you have for col-
laboration and interaction. Also, most employers want 
three letters of recommendation, so you’ll want friendly 
relations with faculty other than your thesis advisor.
Finally, it helps to have a collaborative effort under-
way before leaving graduate school; this broadens your 
research and enables a more rapid publication rate. For 
academics, the most important part of a good start is 
to have some articles already submitted to journals. 
These usually come from your thesis; however, it is also 
possible to engage in other small projects concurrent 
with your thesis which can be submitted while you 
are in graduate school. Many book-length theses do 
not lend themselves to the extraction of publishable 
articles. In this case, it is doubly urgent that some of 
the article writing be finished in graduate school.
Having said all this, it is worth emphasizing that 
many successful statisticians did not leave school with 
published articles and a network of collaboration.
Funding and the seasonality of the job market are 
major factors that hurry one along. The points in this 
section represent strategy rather than requirements.
One applies for research jobs in academics, govern-
ment and industry in different ways. If one wants an 
academic position, then the job search should start in 
the November preceding graduation. Most universities 
bind themselves to January or February deadlines for 
applications, but a few are as early as mid-December. 
Industrial jobs are available throughout the year, 
though some are tied to the fiscal cycle. Research posi-
tions in government agencies depend on Congress, the 
federal budget, and other random factors; they gener-
ally require a time-consuming amount of high-level 
approval.
The following comments are largely aimed at aca-
demic employment, but the spirit applies more broadly. 
In general, serious researchers are urged to seek univer-
sity employment first; from there, it is relatively easy to 
migrate to other sectors according to one’s tastes. Many 
universities offer job-hunting seminars that can help 
you in your job search.
3 .1 ORGANIzING ThE SEARCh
It requires great organizational skills to manage more 
than 10 to 15 job applications. You should consult 
with your advisor, and do your utmost to construct a 
list of places where you would like to work, and who 
might consider hiring you. This list should include a 
mix of schools, but give realistic weight to your own 
values. Not everyone is a star researcher, and not all 
stars are willing to pay the high price that success 
demands. Also, bear in mind that the reputation of a 
3 Finding a Job
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statistics department partially depends on the broader 
reputation of the university.
Academic job postings appear in Amstat News and 
the IMS Bulletin, published by the ASA and IMS, 
respectively (there are also postings on both societ-
ies’ websites). A popular job web site is “Statistics 
Job Announcements”, hosted by the Department of 
Statistics at the University of Florida (www .stat .ufl .
edu/vlib/jobs .html). Some government and industry po-
sitions are also listed at these locations, and similar an-
nouncements appear on departmental bulletin boards. 
Many industrial, and some government and academic, 
recruiters attend the ASA annual meetings; this is an 
excellent time to do comparison shopping. Potential 
employers post job descriptions, and applicants can 
(but need not) post their qualifications and require-
ments. Also, there are professional employment services 
(Robert Wilkinson and Associates is ubiquitous) that 
work to match statisticians with a constantly updated 
file of industrial positions. It is wise to check possibili-
ties with your advisor or other faculty members; they 
may even suggest a position or a post-doc opportunity 
that matches your interests. 
After your targets are chosen, send them an ap-
plication package consisting of a cover letter, a list of 
professional references, a dissertation abstract, your 
curriculum vitae and possibly one or more reprint or 
preprints. All documents must be word-processed, free 
of typos, clear and succinct. The cover letter introduces 
yourself and indicates the job for which you are apply-
ing. Emphasize research interests and relevant experi-
ence; tailor your letter to the specific announcement. 
Avoid duplication of material in the curriculum vitae. 
The letter should be simple, direct and conservative; 
this is the first impression the search committee has of 
you and it must sound professional.
The reference list gives the names, titles, addresses 
and telephone numbers of three to five faculty mem-
bers (sometimes it is sensible to include a non-aca-
demic statistician) who are familiar with your current 
work and capabilities. Don’t list someone until you 
have obtained their permission. Only list people who 
will give a good recommendation; it’s better to have 
three superb references than five mediocre ones. Often 
it is your responsibility to ask these references to send 
letters of recommendation to the target employers; 
if so, make it easy on them by providing a list of ad-
dresses and some background on the job you want. 
Some jobs may require you to include a reference who 
can write about your teaching. The curriculum vitae is 
an academic’s resume; ask your advisor for a model. By 
custom, the following three sections appear first, in the 
following order:
•  Personal Data. List your name, address, phone 
numbers, citizenship, and visa type (if pertinent).
•  Education. Give your degrees and universities in re-
verse chronological order (you may indicate summa 
cum laude or magna cum laude if appropriate).
•  Professional Experience. List your professional em-
ployment experience in reverse chronological order. 
Don’t give job descriptions, as the position titles 
should speak for themselves.
After this, the order and types of sections are flexible. 
However, try putting the items in order of importance 
for the particular job of interest. For example if you are 
hoping to work for a small liberal arts college where 
teaching is highly valued, you teaching experience 
should come directly after your professional experience. 
Alternatively if you will be expected to write grants in 
your new position any grant writing experience you 
have should come first. Most people include most of 
the following:
•  Publications. Give references for all published or 
submitted manuscripts.
•  Honors and Awards. List invited talks, teaching 
awards, fellowships, grants, etc.
•  Professional Activities. Indicate committee work, 
manuscript and grant review (don’t breach the con-
fidentiality of the review process, just indicate the 
journals or agencies that you have assisted and how 
often).
•  Teaching. Give course titles and semesters for each 
class you’ve taught; don’t go back more than four 
years.
•  Memberships. List the professional societies to 
which you belong. 
•  Presentations. Give the titles of your recent talks, 
the place and month.
•  Research Support. List your function (principal 
investigator, project coordinator), title of grant, 
funding agency, project period.
Send the application ahead of the deadline. 
Departments are legally bound to respect these dead-
lines, and may disregard late applicants. You need not 
include items that were not requested, such as reprints, 
preprints or transcripts.
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3 .2 INTERvIEWING YOuR EMPLOYER
Part of the interview process is to discover whether the 
prospective employer meets your criteria. For example, 
with positions in biostatistics departments, expectations 
for teaching, research and collaboration varies greatly 
across universities. Do some background research on 
potential employers before initiating the application, 
and do more detailed preparation if you are invited 
to interview. For academic jobs, most of the relevant 
information can be obtained from their university cata-
log, a recent copy of which is always available online. 
Also, your advisor can probably put you in contact 
with someone who has a good sense of the current 
situation. When all of this homework has been done, 
the remaining questions may be put directly to the 
chair of the search committee. For industry, business 
or government jobs, it usually happens that the only 
convenient source of information about the job is the 
contact person designated in the announcement. Don’t 
hesitate to ask this person very specific questions about 
the nature of the job, the salary, course-loads and other 
duties, research expectations, the organization, the 
history of the organization, your potential colleagues, 
consulting opportunities, the location, fringe benefits, 
day care, flex-time, and so forth.
A common dilemma in our profession is the two-
body problem. Graduate students are often partnered, 
and enter the job market together. If they are in the 
same field, it is virtually impossible for both to be hired 
at the same university, and it is nearly as bad when 
they work in different areas. It is not quite so difficult 
for industry or government, but similar issues can arise. 
In general, the first university to creatively solve the 
two-body problem will hold options on many tremen-
dously gifted people. Until then, you should apprise 
your potential employer of any two-body problem, and 
ask them to help you find a suitable accommodation. 
You should think seriously about whether you want to 
bring up the two-body problem with your potential 
employer before or after you have been given a job 
offer.
In all these contacts it is entirely professional to 
have a clear sense of what you want. If a group does 
not match your needs, then it wastes everyone’s time to 
pursue the matter.
3 .3 INTERvIEWING
Before you visit to interview, get a list of the people 
you will meet. For academic posts you will generally 
meet with most of the faculty, in one-on-one half-
hour-long or hour-long blocks. A faculty list is avail-
able from the departmental website. You should check 
out their areas of interest, and familiarize yourself with 
their recent publications. Look especially for points 
of contact between your work and theirs. Before your 
visit, also make sure that you also get familiar with the 
institution itself. An institution’s website can be very 
helpful in this regard.
For other jobs you will have to ask the search chair 
to describe the interview format and whom you will 
meet. If any of them publish, examine their work; 
otherwise, ask the chair about people whose activities 
overlap with your research.
Some of your talks with people you meet while in-
terviewing will not be technical. You can hold general 
discussions about research interests, fun applications, 
computer facilities, current trends in statistics, depart-
mental initiatives and such. With one or two interview-
ers, you may be able to speak more substantively. If 
you cannot find common ground, ask the interviewer 
about his or her research and listen intently. In all these 
conversations, you should express energy and enthusi-
asm, both for the work and the institution.
Frequently, the interview includes a social gather-
ing, such as dinner or a cocktail hour, with one’s future 
colleagues. To some extent, this is to encourage you to 
look favorably on the department and to some extent 
it is to help the interviewers decide if they could bear 
to work with you for the next twenty years. Remember, 
this is part of the interview. Be convivial, but don’t 
offer personal information you didn’t plan to reveal (for 
example, your plans to take a year off to see the world) 
and do not over-indulge.
3 .4 YOuR TALk
For academic jobs, and some other positions, you will 
be expected to give a seminar about your research. 
Advice on giving talks is given in Section 4.3. However, 
there are some special items to note about job talks. 
The main purpose of any seminar is to convey informa-
tion about your research. For a job talk, the audience 
will not only be interested in the technical merit of the 
work, but also they will want to see your style, your 
sense of organization, and your ability to deal with 
difficult questions. The best way to prepare for tough 
questions is to ask yourself the questions ahead of 
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time. Most people don’t perform well under pressure. 
Those that appear brilliant on the spot have done their 
homework. Make sure you can especially answer the 
make-or-break question, “What was your contribution 
to the research?”
Some faculty may use your talk as an indication of 
how well you can teach. It is better to err on the side 
of being over-prepared and on the side of being very 
simple; wowing the crowd with your technical depth 
is not as good as wowing them with your capacity to 
make complex arguments intuitively clear. Give them 
something to talk about with you during the rest of 
your visit. Practice in front of a live audience is invalu-
able. If you cannot speak in your own department 
seminar, volunteer to speak at the nearest university, or, 
at the very least, to your committee or fellow graduate 
students. If necessary, practice your talk aloud without 
an audience. The only way you can judge whether 
you have the right amount of material is to practice. 
Absolutely, do not exceed the time slot allotted. Make 
sure you know how long you have to talk (it may be 
different at each location). Give yourself at least a week 
to prepare your talk. You will need time to revise your 
slides after your practice talk.
3 .5 NEGOTIATING AN OFFER
When an offer is made, you should be ready to negoti-
ate freely, frankly and fairly. You should know your ap-
proximate market value (ask your advisor and consult 
the Amstat News salary surveys, published each spring) 
and indicate the things that would make employment 
compellingly attractive. Even in government and 
academic jobs, salary is frequently negotiable, so it is 
worth asking about it.
In academic positions, you might ask for a light 
teaching load in the first few semesters, to ensure a 
good start on publication; also, you might ask for 
summer support for a year or two, while building a 
reputation that supports future funding. You can also 
request start-up funds for equipment purchases, travel 
for a conference or two, and moving expenses. If you 
have family responsibilities, requesting a computer for 
home use can be enormously convenient; similarly, you 
might want to ensure that there will be sufficient flex-
ibility in your teaching schedule so that it conforms, 
for example, with a child care center’s hours.
Government employers have little negotiating 
flexibility. Business has more, and you might ask for 
programming support, special equipment and skilled 
secretarial help. It is important to make such requests 
early — often your department can obtain funds more 
easily when it is part of the hiring process. Ask your 
contact person to mention the special arrangements in 
writing, when they send a letter confirming the starting 
salary.
It is in everybody’s best interest to make your 
final decision promptly, but it is wise not to allow 
yourself to be pressured into a decision too soon in the 
interviewing season. Also, while it’s unlikely that you 
will be prepared to commit during the first telephone 
offer, you should attempt to specify a date by which 
you will make your decision. This date, like all else, 
should be negotiable, but you should be as fair and 
honest in your interactions with search committees 
or department chairs as possible. If you are waiting 
to hear about a job you prefer, and which you have a 
reasonable chance of obtaining, then it is reasonable to 
call the preferred institution and inform them that you 
have an offer and need to hear from them soon.
Everyone incurs risks during the interview season, 
and common courtesy suggests that all players avoid 
stringing others along unnecessarily.
Starting any professional job is hard. At a research 
university, you can expect to work long hours, but still 
not manage to do all that is needed, as well as all that 
you want. The same sort of pressure can be found in 
some business and industrial positions, with diminu-
tion as one moves towards less competitive niches 
and governmental posts. Besides doing good statistics, 
one is always expected to energetically shoulder new 
responsibilities, initiate new projects, help senior col-
leagues increase their standing, work doggedly with 
students/clients/extra-departmentals, participate in 
ASA and IMS activities, pursue funding, and be an 
enthusiastic team player.
This section describes strategies for juggling these 
career obligations. Perfect success is never possible, 
but professional recognition is like an exam that gives 
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partial credit. We also recommend reading Speed 
(2005) and Greenfield (1996) for advice on carrying 
out statistical research.
4 .1 TEAChING
The first time you teach, it is an ordeal by fire. For 
most conscientious people, it eats all their time and 
leaves them emotionally exhausted. But with experi-
ence, ability improves. Eventually, it can become a 
very satisfying facet of the profession. Useful references 
on teaching include Mosteller (1980) which provides 
some basic, but somewhat dated, teaching thoughts, 
and Notz and Cannon (1997) which outlines different 
teaching environments in the United States.
Government and industry statisticians, not just 
academics, often teach regularly. Moreover, the public 
presentation skills that you will acquire during your 
education are valuable for all standard statistical ca-
reers. Thus you are well-advised to volunteer to teach 
while a graduate student. Ideally, you should try to 
teach the same course several times. It is amazing how 
much better you get the second time around. A normal 
teaching load is two courses of three hours a week per 
semester. It can be lower in some (research) institu-
tions, while it is sometimes higher in others. Note that 
you can often negotiate a lower teaching load for the 
first few semesters. A reduction in teaching load in the 
first few years is highly desirable. Mainly the extra time 
should be used to write articles from your dissertation 
or to start new research. Depending on the financial 
situation of the institution, you might be helped by 
one or several teaching assistants. Teaching assistants 
(TAs) usually grade homework and sometimes grade 
midterms and final exams. In some cases, TAs also lead 
a section in which they give examples, demonstrate 
computer software, or solve problems in class. If the 
number of students is judged to be too low, then no 
such help will be available.
Typically, you will be totally responsible for your 
courses. You have to choose the textbook, usually 
months before the course begins. The first time you 
teach a course it is wise to use the same textbook that 
was last used, especially if you have little or no experi-
ence. That way, you should be able to benefit from 
the previous experience of a colleague in planning the 
course; you might even be able to borrow notes. Of 
course, you are likely to modify them, but at least these 
will give you an idea of the pace to follow and the level 
at which to teach. The next time you teach the same 
course (preferably the next year, so as to minimize the 
number of courses to prepare), you could contemplate 
making major changes in the course to suit your own 
taste. The first time around, however, you should try to 
play it safe. For example you should try to write good 
lectures in lieu of other things such as homework. In 
most universities, you will be left alone as far as teach-
ing goes, although there are notable exceptions to that 
rule. Still, many institutions have an office which spon-
sors teaching workshops, and counselors who can help 
you with your teaching duties.
The same help is usually also available to teaching 
assistants. It might be wise to attend such workshops 
while you are still a graduate student. This is especially 
important for foreign students who have plans to stay 
in the U.S. or Canada. The initial teaching encounters 
of non-native English speakers tend to be far more dif-
ficult than those of their English speaking counterparts. 
Nevertheless, potential employers regard teaching 
experience as strong evidence of linguistic capability 
and commitment, so it is important to jump in as soon 
as the opportunity to gain experience presents itself. As 
a rule, anyone having difficulties with teaching should 
seek help, either from colleagues or from counselors. 
Try not to be overly discouraged by harsh student 
reviews; undergraduates have little sympathy for begin-
ners, and less tact.
Teaching might not count much in the tenure 
process, but the thirty-some years that you are likely to 
teach might seem extremely long if you know that you 
are a lousy teacher. Good teaching usually takes time. 
While each person has their own style, we mention a 
few approaches that will not only save you time, but 
also make you a better teacher. 
Always prepare carefully. Preparing too much mate-
rial for a lecture is not lost as long as it can be used 
in the next one. On the other hand, overly preparing 
a lecture by trying to find an answer to each possible 
question that you can think of is likely to be ineffi-
cient. Instead, don’t be shy to tell them that you do not 
know the answer to that question, that you will look it 
up, and give the answer the next time. Be sure to fol-
low through in finding the answer.
Try to keep good notes of your lectures so that you 
can use them again in the future. Jotting down a few 
notes after each lecture can also be useful. For instance, 
you can note the questions that were asked, what 
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seemed to be misunderstood, or remind yourself that 
example 4 should be replaced by a more useful one. 
Making notes can be invaluable in iteratively improv-
ing your courses. Aim so that 75% of the class have a 
solid understanding of the more advanced topics of the 
course The bottom 10% are unlikely to have the skills 
to keep up, no matter how slowly you go, and you will 
only bore the others if you aim too low. If you aim too 
high, you may inspire a few students, but you run a 
high risk of turning the majority off altogether. 
A few other points to consider:
•  Undergraduates need lots of homework and quiz-
zes; these are major learning tools. It is reasonable 
to give a quiz in every fourth lecture.
•  Seem confident and relaxed; demonstrate your 
enthusiasm for the subject.
•  Keep office hours faithfully; do not cancel class 
except in extreme circumstances.
•  Listen sympathetically and don’t voice devastatingly 
harsh judgments. Undergraduates can have very 
fragile self-esteem.
•  Cultivate a stimulating stage presence; try not to be 
dull.
•  Don’t take things too seriously.
•  Maintain a professional distance between yourself 
and the students.
•  Be clear and consistent about grades.
•  Document everything. If you suspect cheating, 
photocopy the evidence and talk to your chairper-
son or department representative about appropriate 
procedures.
•  Don’t forget to protect your own research time. 
Teaching can be quite intrusive, and you must not 
allow it to take too much of your attention.
4 .2 CONSuLTING
There is a difference between consulting and collabora-
tion. Collaboration involves equals, on the same foot-
ing, each contributing his or her expertise to the prob-
lem. It involves communication about all aspects of the 
work and some give-and-take. It involves a learning 
experience for both parties. It takes time to establish 
the trust required for a good professional working rela-
tionship with someone. On the other hand, consulting 
is more service oriented. Generally, the statistician is 
there to advise the client about design, about which 
tests are appropriate, and so on. The role of the statisti-
cian depends on both the problem and the type of 
work that is rewarded by your department. See Haller 
(2005) for a good summary of issues and opportunities 
in consulting.
4 .2 .1 Departmental Policy
Find out what your department’s expectations are 
with respect to consulting. Do they value collaborative 
research or is consulting a service your department 
provides to other researchers? Will your effort count 
towards promotion? Your level of commitment should 
take this into consideration.
4 .2 .2 Responsibilities
The researcher is responsible for his or her own data 
entry, data management and, preferably, analyses. If 
the researcher cannot handle this, they should hire a 
research assistant, preferably a statistics graduate stu-
dent who will learn from the experience, or seek help 
from the statistical consulting center. The statistician 
must take the responsibility to understand enough of 
the problem to give good advice, but is not ultimately 
responsible for the quality of someone else’s research.
Consulting comes in three flavors. Some problems 
deserve only basic package methods, others merit a 
more thoughtful modification of standard techniques, 
and a few demand sophisticated research attention. The 
last category, if taken seriously, will become collabora-
tive research. There are many reasons why a problem 
might deserve only primitive statistics. Sometimes it 
happens that the experiment is completely clean, all the 
assumptions are sensible, and a standard statistical test 
is appropriate. More often, the client has so completely 
botched the experiment that any time investment on 
your part is senseless, or the client’s audience (a major 
professor or a journal) will only accept certain standard 
analyses. This leads to awkward situations that one 
must square with one’s professional conscience.
Points to consider when deciding the extent of your 
participation include:
• Will your professional reputation be attached to the 
conclusions?
• Will your efforts improve the accuracy of the out-
come? (Ellenberg 2000)
• Are you receiving funding for your consulting as-
sistance? (Some departments allow you to earn extra 
money for consulting. There is usually a limit to 
how much you can earn.)
• Is there a long-term educational or research goal 
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that may be jeopardized by your withdrawal?
If a client’s problem demands nonstandard techniques 
or considerable effort, then it is proper to ask for publi-
cation credit — preferably before investing much time. 
Sometimes a problem has deep statistical merit. These 
are valuable opportunities, and one should rise to the 
challenge. The chief difficulty is that the time required 
may interfere with other obligations. 
Most importantly you should find out your institu-
tion’s policy on applied publications. Do they count for 
or against you with respect to promotion? For conduct-
ing a consulting session, the following suggestions may 
be helpful.
• Reserve certain days or hours for consulting work 
and stick to this rigorously — otherwise, you will 
quickly be overwhelmed.
• Do not run more than an hour for each session, 
and spend most of the time listening.
• Do not be pressured into an unrealistic schedule. 
Everyone wants the work done by Friday. This is 
fine, but you pick which Friday.
• Avoid the temptation to formulate the problem too 
quickly. Make sure you know exactly what the aims 
of the study are, and do not give any advice until 
the researcher has been explicit about this. (Do not 
be surprised if the researcher has difficulty with this 
part.)
• Invite the principal investigator to the first meeting; 
thereafter, restrict the group to the key players.
• If it is an ongoing project, after each session write 
up a short statement of your understanding of 
the discussion, who is going to do what, and the 
deadlines. Mail this to the client for approval, and 
cc relevant parties.
4 .2 .3 Co-authorship
If you write any part of the paper, contribute substan-
tially to the analysis, or put in a substantial amount of 
time, you have a right to co-authorship. This should 
be established unequivocally from the time you start 
doing anything more than giving oral advice or after 
the third meeting. This should always be the case if 
the client is a researcher, but may be more problematic 
if the client is a graduate student doing dissertation 
research. In the latter case, ask for co-authorship on 
any papers coming from the dissertation which involve 
your part of the work.
If you are a co-author, insist on reviewing the final 
draft of the paper or report to ensure accurate repre-
sentation of the statistical analyzes. If you are not a 
co-author, avoid acknowledgments or other recognition 
of your contribution 
unless the investigators 
did precisely what you 
suggested. Otherwise, 
you will have no say 
in what was written, 
and you will not 
receive credit for your 
work, but you may be 
blamed if something 
went wrong. 
As co-author, the 
statistician generally writes the statistical methods and 
results sections of the paper. This can be submitted to 
the client as a final report, prior to writing the paper, 
but should be in a format suitable for publication, 
including relevant tables and plots.
4 .3 GIvING A SEMINAR
The first step is to outline your talk. It should begin 
with motivation, an overview, and/or an illustrative ex-
ample; this first ten minutes should be at the level that 
most graduate students can understand without exces-
sive effort. Then give the substance of the talk, always 
in the least abstract language that the topic permits. At 
the end you can point out technical generalizations, 
simulation results that support the work, or open ques-
tions that the current research has raised. Summarize 
the points you have made, so that the audience is left 
with a clear sense of your contribution. 
Armed with the outline, prepare your slides. There 
should be about 15 to 25 slides for a fifty minute talk; 
plan to spend at least two minutes on each. Slides 
should generally be typed (typeface at least 24 points), 
with lots of color, pictures and graphs (do not forget to 
label the axes). 
Do not put too much information on a slide, and 
don’t be too complete; the slide should complement, 
not duplicate, your oral explanation.
Computer-based presentations are commonplace 
now. It always helps to show up early to make sure that 
the projection equipment and the computer operate 
correctly. Be courteous and patient. It is often easier to 
use a computer that has been set up for presentations 
rather than connecting your laptop. USB drives and 
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CDs provide a good way to store your presentation. 
Remember you may not always be able to have ac-
cess to the Internet. (If this is important to you, ask 
well before you give your talk). Remember to bring a 
backup copy of your slides in case you have problems. 
Except in special cases, plan to let the audience see 
the entire slide. Similarly, never show a page of num-
bers, such as commonly summarizes a large simulation 
experiment. Always avoid presenting dense tables of 
numbers; if absolute need be, you can provide a hand-
out. Similarly, a handout might carry details of a proof 
that are not covered in the talk, a set of references, or 
other dry material. It is good strategy to structure the 
talk so that you can skip or add a few pages, depending 
on time.
You should never run beyond the time limit; always 
stop a little earlier. Avoid proving anything; if it is es-
sential to your research, you may sketch a part of the 
proof of the major theorem (academic audiences are far 
more impressed by the heuristics of a proof rather than 
by minute details). 
Use humor effectively but sparingly. (If you cannot 
deliver a joke, try a cartoon on your slides.)
Always practice your talk before delivery. For begin-
ners, there is absolutely no substitute for a dry-run 
front of a real audience; after you become a polished 
orator, the practice can be accomplished through an 
interior monologue.
Look at your audience as you talk; speak clearly, 
loudly, and not too quickly. Stand on one side of the 
projector and stay on that side. It helps to have the 
first few sentences memorized so that you can start well 
even if you are very nervous.
When fielding audience questions, try for brevity, 
precision and wit. Be sure that you understand the 
point of the question; if necessary, ask for clarification. 
When someone asks something that is very complex or 
entirely tangential, give a brief response and say that 
you’d be happy to talk further after the general discus-
sion ends. Be prepared to answer questions about what 
you did not do, for example, why you didn’t address a 
certain class of models in your study, why you didn’t 
use a certain alternate approach, and so forth.
4 .4 MENTORS
A mentor is a more experienced colleague who helps 
your career. Mentors can tell you what the unwritten 
rules are, offer advice on how to promote yourself, 
introduce you to their colleagues, help get you invited 
to speak at meetings or write comments on invited 
papers, and write papers and grant proposals with you. 
The above description may sound like Santa Claus. 
What is in it for the mentor? To a large extent they 
genuinely want you to succeed. They can also ask you 
to fill in for them in speaking roles, organizing sections 
of meetings, talking to scientists about their statistical 
problems and other such things that might be chores 
for them but great opportunities for you. So both of 
you win, even though it seems that you win more. 
It would be a big mistake to think that having a 
mentor entitles you to a free ride. When they delegate 
something to you, they will have had to explain it to 
whoever asked them for the favor. Then the work you 
do will reflect on both of you. You owe it to yourself 
and your mentor to do a great job. 
Mentors are fairly hard to come by. You don’t find 
them under ‘M’ in the phone book. They are likely to 
be good at working with people, and to a large extent 
they will find you. To get found, it helps to show that 
you are energetic and enthusiastic. For your part, you 
can find an experienced colleague or former teacher 
with whom you feel comfortable and ask for advice 
from time to time. Also, as a junior faculty member, 
you can start functioning as a mentor yourself to stu-
dents in your department: sharing with them what you 
have learned about job searches and publishing, asking 
them to referee papers, getting them invited to speak at 
or attend conferences, getting them involved in grant 
proposals, and so on.
4 .5 PAPER REvISIONS
After what may seem an eternity you will receive refer-
ees’ comments on your article. (By the way, it is fair to 
write the editor a polite letter asking about your article 
if more than 6–8 months have passed.) The comments 
come with a letter from the editor indicating what 
the journal will do. They may accept your article as 
is, reject it outright or ask for revisions before they 
make a final decision (only the last two really happen.) 
A rejection is almost certainly final. Usually you will 
have received constructive criticism from the referees 
and the associate editor. Occasionally the comments 
will be rather abusive. In any case, if you still think the 
article is worth pursuing, try to understand the criti-
cal comments of the referees. If possible, correct the 
problems they mention, or change the wording so that 
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nobody could ever again misunderstand your work the 
way they did. Then send the article to another journal. 
Don’t get discouraged too easily. They have not rejected 
you, just your article. The vindictiveness that appears 
to be aimed at you is probably sparked by impatience 
with having to review anything at all. If you don’t feel 
like rewriting it now, maybe you will in a few weeks.
Referees’ reports are supposed to spell out the 
changes they think are necessary in order to make 
the article publishable. They may also list a number 
of discretionary changes that they would like to see. 
Generally the best thing is to just make the changes 
that they have told you to make, some or all of the 
discretionary changes, and no other changes. In your 
reply explain how you have met the requests, or why 
you did not meet them.
Resist the temptation to introduce new material 
into the article after it has been reviewed. This can slow 
down the review, so it is better to save it for the next 
article. (Some judgment is necessary on this point.)
One reason for not making a change is that a refer-
ee might not have understood what you are doing; the 
suggested change might introduce an error. Though the 
referee may know less about the subject than you, he 
or she is likely to know more about it than most of the 
readers will. If the referee has misunderstood a point, 
then try to figure out exactly what was confusing. You 
should rewrite part of the article in order to clear it up. 
Then, in your letter, explain the misunderstanding and 
how you have changed your article so that the point is 
more clear. Needless to say, this has to be done well or 
your article can be delayed further. Absolutely, do not 
insult the referee in your rebuttal.
Sometimes the referees disagree with each other 
on what you should do. In that case you get a choice. 
Mention to the losing referee that you had instructions 
from another referee. In the letter to the associate 
editor, explain your reasons for the choice you made. 
Sometimes the referees’ comments are vague. If they 
have not spelled out clearly what they want, you 
should spell out clearly what you did and how it meets 
their requirements. Vague requests can be met in many 
more ways than precise ones can, so you get some flex-
ibility.
A common request is to shorten the article. Referees 
will often suggest what to take out. Proofs can be 
shortened by describing sequences of steps instead of 
spelling them out; descriptions of simulations can be 
cut back to the bare bones necessary for somebody else 
to replicate them. Make sure you keep the main results!
4 .6 SERvICE WORk
You should probably never volunteer for committee 
work: it will find you. But it can certainly help your 
career if you do accept service duties. When you do 
get assigned to committees, delegate like crazy. (For 
example, new faculty are often assigned to colloquium 
management; to control this time sink, structure things 
so that each visitor has one of your colleagues as the 
designated host, charged with responsibility for making 
all arrangements for entertainment, lodgings and local 
meetings.) 
Women and minorities need to be especially vigi-
lant regarding committee work as they may be asked to 
serve on committees as representatives of their gender 
or race more than because of their potential contribu-
tions. 
On the other hand, you need to do your fair share. 
When possible, choose service work that you can 
benefit from. For instance, as colloquium chairperson, 
you have a chance to meet people, and frequently these 
people will return the invitation. Try to do your com-
mittee work during those times of the day when your 
intellectual faculties are not at their peak.
Universities, industries, business and govern-
ment all have different levels of committee work. In 
universities — especially research universities — it is 
rarely useful to be active above the departmental level; 
university-wide committees can consume much time 
without giving the remotest chance for winning any 
credit towards your professional goals. 
In contrast, for industries, business and govern-
ment, committee work at levels higher than your 
department offers potential for executive contacts, and 
documents a ‘team player’ spirit which can be to your 
advantage when promotions are made.
Professional societies, such as the ASA and the IMS, 
also have committees (the authors of this report are 
an example). We think and hope that this committee 
work has some positive influence on our careers, but 
that influence is probably not commensurate with the 
time required. Nonetheless, from the standpoint of 
doing one’s fair share, it is socially responsible to par-
ticipate in one society committee; there is little value 
in working with two, unless both reflect areas to which 
you have a strong personal commitment.
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4 .7 OPPORTuNITIES
At the start of your career keep your eyes open to op-
portunities that can help you later. For example the 
New Researchers Conference organized by the IMS is 
an excellent way to learn about promotion techniques, 
grants, and to meet people who are at your career 
stage. The International Biometric Society also organize 
one day New Researchers workshops.
Small research conferences provide a way to meet a 
wide cross-section of the statistics community. Often 
it is easier to meet a more famous researcher at a 
small meeting rather than, say, at the Joint Statistical 
Meetings. You can network and learn about a new 
research area at workshops and summer schools.
As stated on the Project NExT website (via www .
maa .org), Project NExT (New Experiences in Teaching) 
is a professional development 
program for new or recent 
PhDs in the mathematical 
sciences (including pure and 
applied mathematics, statistics, 
operations research, and math-
ematics education). It addresses 
all aspects of an academic career: 
improving the teaching and 
learning of mathematics, engag-
ing in research and scholarship, and participating in 
professional activities. It also provides the participants 
with a network of peers and mentors as they assume 
these responsibilities. This program, designed for first 
and second year teachers, provides an invaluable set of 
resources away from your home institution.
4 .8 GETTING FuNDING
Research funding is important to academic statisticians, 
but not to those in industry or government. Any aca-
demic who seeks funding should read Trumbo (1989) 
and the ensuing discussion. It weighs the pros and 
cons, gives specific advice, and lists the major grantor 
institutions and their criteria. The discussion provides 
similar details for Canada, England, Italy and Spain. 
See Ryan (2002) for additional information obtaining 
funding from the National Institutes of Health (NIH). 
The main reasons for writing grant proposals are:
1 . Many universities offer only nine months of salary 
each year; funding the remaining two months is up 
to you. (It can be hard to obtain funding for the 
third month as federal agencies expect you to take 
vacation.)
2 . Funding success makes tenure committees smile.
3 . You can acquire books, travel money, money for 
publication costs, hardware and software from 
grants.
4 . You can support graduate students, soft-money 
research positions, programmers and secretaries.
5 . At some universities you can buy relief time from 
teaching.
The biggest reason for not writing a proposal is that it 
requires a major time investment, and often the grant 
doesn’t come through. Don’t write one if your ideas 
are not fully developed. A poor quality grant proposal 
reflects badly on the proposer.
On balance, most academic statisticians seek 
funding. For those who are new to the game, it is 
sometimes wise to team up with a senior colleague; 
failing that, one should write modest proposals for only 
one or two summers of personal support. However, 
there are other people who believe that new researchers 
should seek support on their own because programs 
often look favorably on new researchers.
Women and minorities should inquire about the 
special programs available to them. Most departments 
have an administrator who superintends budget prepa-
ration, coordinates the details with university policy 
and sometimes maintains a list of possible funding 
sources. You should be very nice to that person, and 
give them as much lead time as possible. Also, you 
should seek advice from experienced faculty, and ex-
amine their successful proposals. Finally, don’t hesitate 
to call the director of the granting agency if you have 
questions that you can’t find answers to elsewhere. 
They can give advice about whether you should submit 
a solo grant, and whether any special programs are 
available to you. Some agencies target topics that they 
are interested in funding.
Most universities require proposals to include an 
overhead charge to the funding agency: this accounts 
for office space, computer support and other institu-
tional costs. The overhead can be as much as 60% of 
the total amount requested. Sometimes you can recover 
part of this money, for example by asking the univer-
sity to provide matching funds for hardware purchases.
The bulk of the proposal is a description of the 
intended research. An impressive description almost 
requires one to have completed the research project be-
fore writing the proposal. It is generally wise to be very 
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 Conclusions
The unattached statistician can best focus on career. If 
you have a family, it takes an abundance of determina-
tion and organization to meet familial responsibilities 
while pursuing tenure at a research university. To many 
people, this is the strongest disincentive to a strenu-
ously academic career. Usually, business and industry 
are slightly less demanding, while government agencies 
and non-research universities are much less demanding. 
However, successful career and family life are not 
mutually exclusive. People without children are often 
unduly apprehensive about balancing the two. It can 
be done with efficient time management and above all 
a cooperative spouse. It is helpful if both partners have 
a clear understanding of the difficulties that will be 
encountered. A family has obvious compensations, and 
they can reflect positively in your career as well.
No guide can cover everything, and no single piece 
of advice suits all circumstances, so don’t take this 
document too literally. Nonetheless, hard work and 
brilliance are professional trump cards, and it never 
hurts to be popular too. We urge you all to give serious 
thought to the realities of your career choices, but fol-
low your heart as well as your head. 
Good luck in all things!
 Your Family
far down the road on the research before applying for 
the grant; successful proposers often under-emphasize 
the results already in hand, in order to be sure that the 
final report shows significant progress.
4 .8 .1 Obtaining minor grants
Writing grant proposals for computing facilities, travel, 
conferences, or to fund graduate or undergraduate 
research are methods to gain experience with grant pro-
posals. Typically these proposals are shorter, take less 
time to write and can be easier to obtain. They are an 
excellent way to establish a track record and can take 
the strain away from asking for too much money from 
a bigger grant later.
4 .9 TIME MANAGEMENT
Your professional time must be allocated between 
teaching and research, and since tenure is mainly, if 
not exclusively, decided on the basis of your research 
record, you have to leave sufficient time for research ac-
tivities in your schedule. Therefore scheduling becomes 
a very important part of your career. Some specific sug-
gestions to help you manage your time are listed below.
Maintain regular office hours which are totally de-
voted to the students. If you don’t, students will come 
into your office all the time and interrupt your work. 
Such a policy is an important aspect of a more general 
closed door policy which some use.
Preserve time slots when no one is allowed in your 
office. The restrictions can apply to students, teaching 
and research assistants, and even colleagues. Some 
people filter their phone calls during these periods. The 
advantage is that you have a chunk of time to work 
undisturbed. The disadvantage is that you will get a 
reputation of not being available. If you do it in a tact-
ful way, the advantages will undoubtedly outweigh the 
disadvantages. 
Ensure that there are blocks of time dedicated to 
research in your schedule. If you don’t, and if you take 
your teaching and committee work seriously, then 
you are likely to end up having very little time left for 
research. Spend at least one hour each day (or one day 
a week) on the research activity nearest to completion. 
Try not to compromise on these periods.
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Page 1IMS Membership
Sign up at imstat.org/membership 
The institute of Mathematical Statistics 
is an international professional and schol-
arly society devoted to the development, dis-
semination, and application of statistics and 
probability . The Institute currently has about 
4,000 members in all parts of the world . 
IMS publishes four leading journals: The Annals 
of Statistics, The Annals of Probability, The 
Annals of Applied Probability and Statistical 
Science . The IMS provides a community of 
support for statisticians by sponsoring and 
co-sponsoring conferences, and disseminat-
ing information to members about events 
and news .
How much does it cost?
Individual membership is free for students, 
and reduced for new graduates (first year 
$25, second year $50) . Regular membership 
is $75 . 
Membership includes: 
R  electronic access to all IMS journals, 
current and past
R free membership to students, and reduced 
rates for researchers in developing coun-
tries
R  the IMS Bulletin, which publishes articles 
and statistical news, conference announce-
ments and employment opportunities, ten 
times a year
R  the opportunity to be part of a society that 
distinguishes our field by serving as an 
advocate for the science of statistics and 
probability
R  special member rates on all IMS publi-
cations and selected journals from other 
societies
R  special member rates at IMS-sponsored 
meetings
The iMS New researchers’ Survival Guide
